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Abstract This paper is a study of fragments contained into the religious questions (VII-X) of pest treatise, entitled in Arabic "Tahsil gharad al-qasid fi-tafsil al-marad al-wafid" (succeeding in clarify pest disease), which was written in the 14th century by the well-known Spanish physician Ibn Khatima (d.circa1369), being referred to the Black Death, the terrible pandemic that devastated Asia, Africa and Europe at that time. The article includes an introduction about the author and his literary and scientific significance, as well as a section containing a few fragments of the religious questions (VII-X), translated to English from the Arabic manuscript no.1785 from the Library of El Escorial and concerning to some doctrinal aspects of the Hadith, the dogmatic law of Medieval Islam and the Islamic thought in the Middle Ages.
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1. Introduction

Abu Dja'far Ahmad ibn Ali ibn Muhammad ibn Ali ibn Khatima Al-Ansari (c.1324-c.1369), known as Ibn Khatima, is one of the most important intellectuals of the Medieval Moorish Spain [1]. He wrote works in different fields, such as literature (poetry), history and medicine [2], and his major work in medicine is titled "Tahsil gharad al-qasid fi-tafsil al-marad al-wafid" (succeeding in clarify pest disease) [3] and is collected in three Arabic manuscripts: a) no.1785 from the Library of El Escorial in Spain, the most complete of them all; b) no.6369 from Deutsche Staatsbibliothek zu Berlin, in Germany, which is very close to El Escorial manuscript but more fragmented than it; and c) no.CCLXVIII from National Library of Madrid, in Spain, which is a literal copy of El Escorial manuscript [4].

The work is divided into ten questions or parts. The first six ones (Questions I-VI) are about medical topics: causes, symptoms and treatment to combat the plague [5]. The remaining four (Questions VII-X) [6], which are the subject of this article, are of religious nature and deal about what Islam says about the epidemics having in account the tradition of Hadiths [7][8] and the Islamic canon law [9][10], and taking into consideration the Muslim jurisprudence [11][12], and the Medieval Islamic thought [13].

In the questions I-VI, the book advises on how to be protected from the disease and how to prevent infection. It also indicates palliative therapy guidelines to patients, including recipes of high dietetic and pharmacological value [14]. In these pages Ibn Khatima anticipates the way to scientific discoveries of 19th and 20th centuries in relation to the disease transmission theory and the contagion as well as the need for isolation in case of infection [15], etc, and he approaches to the types of plagues that modern science establishes in diseases classification, i.e., bubonic pest, pneumonic pest and septicemic pest.

As I mentioned earlier, questions VI to X from this treatise include interesting points about Hadith literature, Medieval Islam dogmatic law, Medieval Muslim jurisprudence and Andalusian Islamic thought, as well as deal with several religious controversies that are caused by the social and human aspects from the plague disease and other pandemics.

The issues these ten questions precisely tackle are listed below:

- Question I: About plague nature.
- Question II: About both the general and specific causes of plague.
- Question III: About plague geographical factors.
- Question IV: About plague transmission and contagion.
- Question V: About how to protect oneself from plague and keep away.
- Question VII: About what Islamic canon law indicates about plague and other epidemics.
The plague; and He said to her that it was a punishment sent by God to whom He had wanted, and He had created it out of compassion and mercy of believers. Every servant of God staying in a land struck by plague knows that what afflicts him will be his reward to be a martyr. Furthermore, taking Anas ibn Malik [22] as source, we can read: God's Messenger, God bless and save Him!, said: "Plague is a testimony of faith and martyrdom to all Muslims".

2.2. Fragment from the Question VIII (F.92vº-93rº) (F.94vº)

Abu Ubayda ibn Al-Jarrah [23] added: Abd Al-Rahman ibn Awf [24], who had gone off due to a need, arrived and said: Certainly, I know about this. I heard God's Messenger say, God bless and save Him!: "If you hear [F.93rº] that an epidemic is plaguing some land, do not go over; but, if you are in a territory in which the epidemic has developed, do not run away from it" (…) It has been known from Amr ibn Al-As [25] that he said: Plague is a punishment. Run away from it.

Sharhabil ibn Hasanà [26] said: I heard God’s Messenger say, God bless and save Him!: "Epidemics and plagues are the mercy of your Lord, the request of your Prophet and the death of the pious who preceded you. Do not run away from them".

2.3. Fragment from the Question IX (F.95rº)

As for the Hadith "There is no contagion", in the Two Sahihs (Muslim's Sahih and Al-Bukhari’s Sahih) [27] and Muslim’s lalz, taking Ibn Shihab [28] as source, it is said that God’s Messenger, God bless and save Him!, said: "There is no contagion". It is also said that God’s Messenger, God bless and save Him, added: "The patient will not be ever received by a healthy person".

2.4. Fragment from the Question X (F.99vº-100rº)

Praise God who gives success! We say that the Hadith on the prohibition to enter a land attacked by plague or run away from it, does not come from any of our Imams. Related to this, we have received a saying with abrogation [29][30] whose meaning is fully resolved in Question VIII. Regarding the Hadith "There is no contagion", there are the controversies mentioned in the previous Question (Question IX), and it was already proved [F.100rº] the weakness of this saying that has been abrogated by His saying, Peace be on Him: "The patient will not be ever received by a healthy person".

3. Conclusions

These pages exemplify Ibn Khatima relevance in history of both Arabic science and Islamic literature. His work Al-Tahsil is in a high-ranking place within medicine and

2. Doctrinal Aspects of Medieval Islam on epidemics and plagues

Some of the doctrinal aspects of Medieval Islam on epidemics and plagues contained in the Tahsil, according to the Arabic Manuscript no.1785 from El Escorial Library, are enclosed in the following fragments.

2.1. Fragment from the Question VII (F.86vº)

In Al-Bukhari’s Sahih, taking Yahyà ibnYa’mar [21] as source and this one from Aisha, the Prophet’s wife, God bless and save Him!, we can read she informs him that she had asked God’s Messenger, God bless and save Him!, about the plague; and He said to her that it was a punishment sent...
pharmacology of Al-Andalus as well as Hadith literature and Medieval Islamic thinking on epidemics and plagues.
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